THE LEE LIVESTOCK COMPANY

Elko Nevada

This company operates both cattle and sheep. Its cattle run south and north of the railroad at Elko. It is a member of the Ten Mile Cattle Association, which leases land on Lone Mountain where every alternate section is privately owned.

A boundary map is not shown for the cattle range because there are so many lease and ownership complications involved that a map would cause more confusion rather than clear up matters.

Its sheep are run in the green boundary on the map. The sheep, also, run on this range in common with many other outfits. The spring and fall sheep range is nearest the ranch and the late fall and winter range extends south.

The home Ranch headquarters are located at Lee and Blaine shown on the map.

THE LEE LIVESTOCK COMPANY

H. M. Brennen, Secretary.

T. F. BRENNEN LAND AND LIVESTOCK COMPANY

Elko Nevada

This company runs cattle in the same area, under the same conditions as circumstances as the above cattle run by The Lee Livestock Company. Accordingly, for the same reasons a boundary showing the cattle range is not outlined.

T. F. BRENNEN LAND AND LIVESTOCK COMPANY

G. A. Brennen, Secretary.